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A MODEL OF INITIAL FAILURE IN SLAB-AVALANCHE RELEASE
by
H. Gubler and H.-P. Bader
(Eidge nossisc hes Institut fur Schnee- und Lawinenforschung , Weissfluhjoch ,
CH-7260 Davos, Switzerland)

A BSTRA CT
At strain -ra tes below I x 10- 4 S-I, low-density weak
seasonal snow fails in a ductile manner. In inclined natural
snow
covers,
local
strain-rates
hardly
ever
exceed
1 x 10 - 4 s-l, therefore initial shear failure, which eventually
starts slow and finally fast fracture propagation causing slab
releases, must be ductile. Changes in initial stability during
precIpItation periods are simulated using a microscopic
mechan ical model for weak low- densi ty snow combined with
equations describi ng streng th increase by settling and
si ntering as a functi on of snow temperature. The results
indicate, in good correspondence with experience, a strong
dependence of fracture heig ht of direct-action avalanches on
precipi ta tio n intensity, snow temperature, and slope angle.

INT RODUCT ION
McClung (198 1), Singh ( 1980), a nd Salm (paper in
preparation) have modelled shea r-fract ure propagation along
thin , weak layers in snow; these theories assume the
existe nce of initial shea r-failure planes or defi cit a reas
(Conway, 1984) as a necessary condition fo r the start of
fracture propagation. In thi s paper, we describe a model for
the evol ution of initial shea r-fail ure planes at increasing
load in the context of direct action ava lan ches. A simple
model for ductile shea r failure of low-density snow,
combi ned with strength in crease due to se ttling under
increasing
load
and
sinte rin g
depending
on
snow
temperature, is used to predict fracture heig ht of slab
ava la nc hes.

INTE RPRET A TION
OBSER V A TIONS

OF

FIELD

MEASUREMENTS

AND

Different types of field measurements and observa tions
have been made at our institute to investigate na tural slab
re leases.
These
include
infrasonic
acoustic
emission
measurements
in
potential
release
zo nes,
stress
and
defor mati on meas ure ments at the base of new snow la yers,
temperature profile measurements, a nd microwave radar
stratig rap hy determinations. The frequency of acoustic waves
in snow orig in ating from limited failure is of the order of
O(u) = c/ (4 11/), where c is shear-wave propagation ve locit y
a nd / is characteristic linear dimension of the fract ure.
Measured frequencies correspond to typica l extensions of
fractures in the ran ge 0.1-1 m occu rring well before a slab
is released (So mm erfeld and Gubler, 1983 ). It can be
concluded from th ese measurements that initial ductile
failure planes have dimensions < I m 2 , and that th e local
failures develop independently from eac h other in potential
slab-re lease zo nes . The obse rved increase in the rate of
acoustic emISSIOns before natural slab releases may by
interpreted to mean that coalescence of different initial
failure planes is a necessary condition, and causes the
res ulting failure plane to re ac h a size critical for the onset
of fracture propagation . Shear-deformation meas urements at
the o ld-new snow interface show that mean shear
strain-ra tes within a slab of 0.05 m thickness are of the
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order of I x 10- 6 S- 1 during heavy loading by precIpItation.
If this shear deformati on is concentrated within an interface
laye r of a few millimeters, local strain-rates would increase
to I x 10- 5 S-1. Shear and normal stress measurements
inhibiting strains at the old-new snow interface indicate that
the range of influence of strain-inhibiting obstacles is small
and decreases significantly with increasing snow temperature
and therefore with decreas ing snow viscosity. These findings
s upport the idea that a local increase of stress or decrease
of strength and viscosity may cause local failure . Because
snow viscosity is proportional to some negative power of
strain-rate (Narita, 1983), high strain-rates may develop in
the vicinity of strain-blocking distortions, such as trees and
rocks, increasing the probability of local failures . Radar
stra tigraphy measurements (Gubler, 1984) allowed for direct
snow accumulation and se ttling measurements in release
zones as well as estimates of the water equivalence of the
released slab and determination of the sliding layer.
Accumulation and settling rate have proved to be very
impo rta nt parameters in forecasting the occurrence of
extreme avalanche cycles. Effective temperature conductivity in natural snow covers has been determined from
periodical ( 1-24 h) tempera ture-profile measurements.

FAILURE PROPERTIES OF SNOW
Measurements of failure properties of snow (Narita,
1983), as well as different kinds of field measurements and
obse rvat ions, support the idea that snow will initially fail in
a
ductile
mann e r.
Narita
(1983)
has succeeded
in
demonstrating the start of snow failure as a function of
increasing st rain-rate. The factors affecting maximum stress,
strength
and
strai n-rates
for
low-density
snow
are
summarized in Figure 1. According to Narita, with some
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Fig. I. Basic de pendence of maximum stress, strength
(a rbitrary units), a nd stra in of snow on strai n-rate (s- 1) .
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extrapolations for lowe r snow d ens ities a nd temperatures
typical f or snow laye rs involved in direct action avalanches,
the mechani sms th a t de termin e tensi le and approximate shear
strength of snow as a function of strain, E, and strain-rate,
E may be subdivided into four di stin c t categories:
Viscous behaviour without fai lure for E < 2 x 10-6 S-I.
Visco-plast ic
deformation
with
incomplete
macroscopic
failure at large strains for E = 2 x 10-6 to 8 x 10-6 S- I .
Ductile failure for E = 8 x 10 - 5 to 3 x 10 - 4 S-I .
Partly brittle failure for higher values of E.
Corresponding strai n to brittle fa ilure is 0 . 1-{).3%, and
increases with decreas ing E values for duc tile failure from I
to 10%. The rati o of maximum ductile strength to minimum
brittle strengths is about 3.5: I; strength s are of the order
of 5 x 10 2 to
5 x 10 3 Pa.
McClung (I 98 7)
measured
increasing strain so ftening with increasing shear strain
(residual streng th 50% for fine-grained snow and 25% for
coarse-grained snow), basically co nfirmin g the finding s of
Narita. Strain-rates o n in c lin ed natural snow covers caused
by the snow load itself hardl y ever exceed 1 x 10 - 4 s-l, even
if concentrated in weak layers or by o bstacles. Because this
corresponds with shea r-deformati on measurements and model
calculations, initial failure in connection with natural slab
release s will be du ctil e . The existence of initial shear-failure
planes is a necessary co nditi on to start fracture propaga tion.
Resulting stress co nce ntrati ons a t th e tip of the crack,
necessa ry to propagate the fracture, depend on th e ra tio of
crack len gt h to thi ck ness of th e low viscosity, the weak
layer guiding the c rack . The type of fracture propagation ,
slow ductile propaga ti on at large strains before failure, and
fast brittle -fractur e propagat ion at small strain s, d epe nds on
the amount of stress concentration available at the crack tip
(Salm, paper in preparation).
Probable sequence of events for natural slab release
The foll owing sequen ce of events is thought to be a
plausi ble sce nario for direct-action avalanches. It is based on
measurements, observations, and experience in connection
with artificial avalanche re leases by skie rs and explosives.
Developmen t of laye r inte rfaces of low cohesion by new
snow on old snow, s now metam orphi sm, surface hoa r , wind ,
melt water, etc.
Increas ing stresses in weak la ye rs ca used by precipitation.
Viscous d eformati on partly co ncentrated in weak, lowviscosity la ye rs.
Increase of strength because of settling and growth of
bonds. Poss ible decrease of stren gth as the result of decrease
in specific numbe r of bonds ca used by kinetic growth
metamorphi sm.
Local concentration o f stresses, strain-rates, and strains as
the result of loca l inhomoge ne iti es in layering, o r in the
vicinity of obstacles, and in low viscosity layers.
Initial ductile failure s loca ll y in crease stress and strainrates.
Eventual coalescence of weakened zones to reac h critical
size for initiation of frac ture propagation.
First propagat io n of ductile or brittle fracture s initiated by
ductile failures.
Stress repartitioning fr om weakened zones to more stable
parts of slab ma y stop fracture propagation (infrasonic
acoustic emission).
Coalescence of weakened zones by fracturing leads to
unrestricted brittle-fracture propaga tion (primary fracture).

increase of snow load by precipitation. The failure mode l is
based mainl y on obse rva ti ons and measurements o n thin
sec ti ons of snow by one of th e authors a nd Narita (J 983).
Model assumptions
The mode l is based o n th e descrip ti on of th e strengt h
of a bundle of fibre s by Daniels ( 1945 ). External stresses
are distributed between a ll unbroke n fibres and if the
external stress is increased th e weakest fibr es break. The
limitin g stre ngth of th e bundle is reached if the external
stress ca n no longer be redistributed between sur viv in g
fibres. Sequential breaking of links within a stru ct ure
without storage of elastic e ne rgy a t low strai n-rate is a
basic c hara cte ri sti c of ductile fai lure. Deta il ed ass umpti o ns
of th e mode l for snow are g ive n in Gubler (1978a). T o
mod e l low-de nsit y snow (p < 200 kg/ m 3 ) the fibres in the
Danie ls mode l a re rep laced by eleme ntary units (EU)
bridging th e futur e fai lur e surface. An EU co ns ists of a
chain of gra ins connecting gra in clusters which are
considered to be of low deformability and hi gh st rength, in
contrast with th e bonds con nec tin g c hai n g rains which a re
the weak a nd deformable parts of the EU. Stresses in ice
bonds are signifi ca ntl y increased if th e chains are bent.
Obse rva ti ons by Narita (.1983) o n thin sections made during
the ductile failure process a re in good agreement with this
assumption for the development of ductile fai lure .
According to Gubler (1978a), th e di stributi on of
stre ngth , K(s), of th e EU can be assu med to be loga rithmic.
For low - stre ngt h fine-grained snow, the density distribution
of stre ngth K(s) has its maximum at I x 10- 5 - 10- 4 N , and
the spec ific number of EU pe r unit volume, N v' is
I x 10-11 - I x 10- 10 m- 3 ; the corresponding spec ific number
of EU per unit a rea of th e fai lure plane, Nf, is
approximated as N f = N/13. For coarse-grained snow N f is
so mewha t smalle r for a simil a r density distribution of
streng th . These va lu es correspond to a mea n gra in diameter
of 30-100jlm , a bond neck diameter of 10-30 jlm , a bond
ice strength of I x 10 6 Pa (G ubl e r, 1982) , and a two- to
six-fold increase in maximum loca l stress in the bond ice
due to chain-curvature radii eq ual to 0.5 mean grain
diame ters (Gubler, 19 76), compared with the mean stress in
straight c hain s. The number of grai ns per EU is between 10
and 100 , the mean c hain leng th varies between I and 5
grain diameters.
Strength-determination procedures are given in Gubler
(l978b). Bas ica ll y, stre ngth within th e future failure plane is
determin ed by th e survi vi ng EU links as a function of
stress and tim e. The str engt h di stribution K( s), and also the
total number of EU pe r unit area, Nf' varies as a fun ction
of time because of the in c rease of bond strength b y
sintering, varia ti ons of bond ice stre ngth , and increasing
densit y as a res ult of se ttlin g causing a proportional increase
of N v ' The formation of new EU bridging the future
failure plane as the result of shear strain, and the
poss ibilit y of introd uc in g a density distribution f or EU loads
instead of assuming equal loads (G ubler , 1978a), have been
ign ored here, mainl y because of the lack of confirmed
values for the parameters involved. Kn o wing th e strengt h
distribution fun ct ion K( S,l) fo r the EU as a functi o n of
time, the num be r, N s' of sur vivi ng links per unit a rea with
failure load s larger than S(l) (mean loa d per link increased
to S(/» can be determin ed as f o ll ows

(1 )

Nf fK (S,L)dS .

s
MODEL TO SIMULATE DUCTILE STABILITY
From the facts, ass umption s, and experiences mentioned
above, it can be co ncluded that ductile failures of an
identifiable minimum ex tens ion are a necessa ry condition for
the onset of brittle unrestricted fracture propagation . The
volume of the slab, in most cases so me part of an interface
layer, where a ductile failure of critical size occurs is called
initial fracture volume. The model introduced below deal s
only with initial ductile failure as the first necessary step
for direct action slab avalanche release. A microscopic
model described earlier by Gubler (l978a, b) is used to
model initial failure in a weak la ye r as a function of
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The shear stress, I, tra nsferr ed by the
through the future failure plane is equal to

I

NsS

SNf

f

K( s,L)ds.

surviving

links

(2)

s

Ductile strength is reac hed if a redistribution of loads
between the surviving EU links is no longer possible. This
is equivalent to th e co nditi o n Im ~ shear stress in the
failure plane, a, with
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for

dI
dS

O.

(3)

To model the increase of s trength of the EU as a
function of both time and temperature, the following
relationships have been determined (Kingery, 1969; Hobbs,
1974; Gubler, (982):
The temperature dependence
bonds is approximated by

f(T)
where

1.5

x

T
R

for

the

growth

rate

of

the

10 21 10g(500 (273 - T) + I) exp(-115 / (RT»

(4)

snow temperature in K; 273K = O°C;
0.0038 kl Mol - 1 K .

The temperature dependence of ice strength is given by

geT)

=

0.310g( I 0 (273 - T) + I).

(5)

Using Equations (4) and (5), EU strength, SeT), at time T,
is found to be equal to

shear stress along the future shear failure plane has been
assumed. In realit y, st ress concentrations will occur at the
boundaries of thi s initial fa ilure plane, but so long as these
initial failure planes a re s mall , which acoustic emission
measurem e nts suggest they are, the above assumption is
defensible. (Detailed calculations on
this problem are
currently in progress and will be published in a subsequent
paper.) Stress concentrations will definitely affect ductile
fracture propagation and the onset of brittle fracturing . In
the model calculation, the gove rning equations were solved
using a finite-difference method for time and depth. The
results
give
densit y,
temperature,
viscosity,
density
distribution of EU strength, shear stress, ductile strength ,
stability, and strain-rate in the critical layer as functions of
time .
Numerical modelling of temperature in a layered snow-pack
We have restricted ourself to the treatment of layered
snow-packs with tran slational sy mmetry pa rallel to the layers
because thi s red uces th e calc ulations to a one-dimensional
problem.
However ,
because
of
time-dependent
layer
thicknesses, the problem ha s moving boundaries.
For the example s ho w n below the following boundary
conditions and parameters have been chosen:

T

s(T)

g(T(T»!

f

Boulldary
cOlldiliollS:
O°C
at
ground,now
sinusoidally varying surface temperature with a
I d; amplitude 5°C; mea n te mperature -8°C.

(6)

(T(I)S( O)IlI(jIlL'I - I] dl + 5(0) .

o
This model predicts an increase in strength proportional to a
power of time , I, in correspondence with measurements
obtained and the theory of snow s intering. For evaporation
conden sa tion as the limiting process for sintering Hobbs
(1974) proposed Il = 0.4, 10 is set = I.
Snow density, p, determines the value of N v' The
relative increase of snow density in function of stress, a,
settling viscosity, n, and time , t, is
IIp

p

Glll

(7)

n

where G = weight per unit area of snow cover .
From measurements and theory of Claus (1978), Feldt
(1966). and Narita (1983) , n may be approximated by

n

=

Cexp(exp)exp(E/RT)E~E-1l

Pa s

(8)
m3

where
C = 7.06 x 10- II Pa s,
ex = 0.02
kg - I,
67.3 kJ Mor I,
R = 0.0083 kJ Mol - I K - I , n = 0.737
E > 10- 6 ; for E ~ 10- 6 n is independent of E, EO = 1.

E

=

for

Equations (6) and (8) indicate that snow temperature is one
of the most important parameters in stability prediction; this
is in agreement with experimental observations. In this
simplified model for ductile shear failure we determine
stability as the ratio of shear strength to stress in a weak
layer independent of ViScosltles of surrounding layers ,
although those viscosities are very important in modelling
fracture propagation. In the model, calculation temperature in
the
critical
layer
is
determ ined
as
a
function
of
development
of
the
snow
s urface
temperature .
The
calculations are based on Equation (9), which describes the
penetration of a sinusoidally varying surface temperature
into
a
semi-infinite
half-space,
combined
with
an
approximation of the observed situation of increasing
snow depth and constant ground temperature.
T(y) = To exp(- By) sin(ky - Wl + 5)

(9)

where B = (w/ 2m)t, W = frequency of temperature wave ,
v = (2mw)t,
m = coefficient of temperature
k = w/ vp '
(f,8 x 10- 7 m2 S-I).
diffusion
These approximations have been checked using numerical
solutions
for a layered
medium with time-dependent
conductivities, densities, and layer thicknesses (new snow
accumulation, settling). Details and an example are given in
the next section.
For this preliminary modelling, location-independent
https://doi.org/10.3189/S0260305500007692 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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interface;
period of

Physical parameters: spec ific heat = c = 2090 J K - I kg- I,
hea t conductivity = ).. = (0.0007p + 0.026) J K- I m-I S-I, (10)
Pi = dens ity of
la ye r i resulting from application of
Equation (7) to each la ye r i, where G i represents the
weight of the laye rs above.
The one-dimensional heat equation for these parameters and
boundary conditions was solved iteratively for time . The
numerical methods used were explicit Euler and implicit
Crank-Nicholson sc hemes generalized for moving boundaries .
In each time-step, the new layer thicknesses were calculated
b y applying Equation (7). A more detailed description will
be given in a subsequent paper but results for a typical
problem are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the
thicknesses of the layers due to settlement and accumulation
and Figure 3 represents the temperature in the different
layers as a function of time . The density of the old layer
at time I = 0 was 300 kg m - 3 . We have assumed a constant
snow fall rate of 30 mm during the 2 d precipitation period
and in this period the density of the new snow was
70 kg m- 3 . Comparision of numerical solutions with the
approximations
made using
Equation (6) shows good
agreement, with only small deviations for very thin new
snow layers.
Results of modelling
Model calculations have been made for precIpItation
periods of 48 h . Loading was chosen to be either constant
at 30 Pa h- I and 50 Pa h- I , or to vary daily between 0 Pa h- I
and 60-100 Pa h - I. The superimposed surface temperatu~es
also had a period of 24 h with amplitudes of less than 5 C
and means varying between - 20°C and the melting point.
The slope inclinations were fixed at 30 ° and 40 °
The example in Figure 4 for varying precipitation rate
shows that critical stability in shear is not always well
defined in respect of time. Because we model only initial
failure and not slab failure, stability with respect to initial
shear failure reaching a value of one does not necessarily
mean that the slab will be released immediately. In most
cases coalescence of many initial failure planes will be
necessa ry
to
IOltJate
unrestricted
fracture
propagation .
Therefore , in this example, natural slab release may take
place any time between 16 and 35 h after the beginning of
the precipitation period. The main results are summarized in
Figure 5.
Approximate
fracture
height
of
the
slab
respectively critical shear stress in the failure plane for the
time where stability crosses one are plotted as a function of
slope angle and vertical stress rate (precipitation rate) or
mean shear-stress rate . In addition, curves for different
characteristic temperatures of the failure plane are given.
Because the temperature of the failure plane increases in all
examples due to the zero degree ground,now interface

Cubler alld Bader: !Ililial failure ill slab-avalallche release

Layer

Fig. 2. Thicknesses (m) of layers as a function of time (h), showing the settling of the new and old
snow layers. The layer temperature partly responsible for the actual settling rate is given in Figure

3.

Temper~ture

distributions In the different layers

Fig. 3. Temperatures (oe) of the different layers as a function of time. Layer symbols correspond to
those in Figure 2. Old snow layer at top of plot (Ooe = temperature of ground~now interface),
snow surface with sinusoidally varying temperature at bottom of plot.

temperature after some variations during the starting phase
at
low
new
snow
heights,
the
lowest
temperature
encountered by the future failure plane during the
precipitation period has been chosen as a characteristic
temperature. The temperatures at the time of slab fracture
vary in a similar fashion but on a reduced scale, and from
this we deduce that the characteristic temperature must be
interpreted as an indicator of the varying effective
temperature of the critical layer (the future failure plane),
influencing
local
density
increases
and
the strength
distributions of the EU.
From the simulations performed so far, the following
https://doi.org/10.3189/S0260305500007692 Published online by Cambridge University Press

rules with respect to fracture height can be deduced:
I. Very small fracture heights result from very low initial
layer
strength
with
strong
dependence
on
surface
temperature variations on very steep slopes.
2.
Small fracture heights result from low initial and
sustained temperature of critical layer < - IOoe, high
snowfall intensity, high slope angle.
3.
Small to medium fracture heights result from a
temperature of critical layer very close to the melting point
for all times.
4.
Large fracture heights result from medium initial and
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Fig. 4. Simulation of initial stab ilit y (E), se ttling strain-ra te (F), density (C), and te mp erature in criti ca l
la ye r as f un c tion of snow-acc umul atio n rate (A) and surface temperature (B).
Snow water
equivale nce of 30 kg m- 2 is assu med below cri ti ca l la ye r.

s usta ined temperature of critical layer - 5 ° to
combined with moderate periodic snowfall intensity and
lower slop e angle.
5. Very large fracture hei ghts or often no avala nche
rel eases, because st resses do not reach strength during a
limited precipitatio n period, result from a temperature of
critical layer > - 5 °C but well below me lting temperature,
moderate snowfa ll inte nsit y, and low slope inclination.
6. Fracture heig ht inc reases at low laye r temperatures with
decreasing va ri ance of the probability distribution, K( s), of
stre ngth of the EU, corresponding to an increase of
homoge neity within the critical layer.
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Resulting fracture heights a nd fracture timing are at least
qualitat ively in agreement with experience. Investigations by
Fiihn (personal co mmun ica ti on) clearly show that the
probability o f occurrence of ex treme avalanches with large
fracture heights d ec reases with increasing settling rate of the
snow cover at higher-than-mean settling rates for a given
climatic region . Release zones of low angle of inclination
are a necessa ry condition for occurrences of extreme
avalanches. In c reasi ng settling rates of snow (increase with
rising sno w tempe rature) at low to intermediate settling rates
may either lead to increased fracture heights and slab sizes
or may inhibit slab failures eve n at high load rates during
a precipitat ion period of limited time. These aspects are
clearly reprod uced by the model which shows that frac ture
he ight increases with dec reasi ng slope angle of the release
zone with a preference of hi gh precipitation rates on low
inclinations rath e r tha n low precipitation rates o n steeper
slopes. Shallow slabs of originally co ld snow on steep slopes
are often triggered by sho rt -wave rad iation heating. This
phenome non is commonly experienced by ski patrollers and
has been clearly shown b y acoustic emission measurements .
Tt also follows fr o m mod el calculations, and is due mainly
to the decrease in ice-bond strength with increasing
te mpe rature. In this context it has to be mentioned that
morphol og ica l changes in nea r-surface layers caused by
short- a nd long-wave balance at the snow surface may
a mplify th e effect.

FINAL REMARKS

5g .L4~0~----~3~0~.~4~0~----~5~0~,~370------3~0~. 30
MAX .VERT.STRESS RATElPo/ hJ, SLO PE ANGLEC']

Fig . 5. Summary of results of stabi lit y si mulation . Shear
stress at initial shea r failure plotted as function of slope
angle and vertica l st ress rate (precip itat ion rate) for
di ffere nt snow temperat ures. Temperatures (K) indica ted
are c haracteris tic va lues for shear la yer.
L is lin ear
stress increase in time; P is pe riodic stress increase in
time .
Equ al
total
accumulatio n
after
24 h
for
corresponding periodic and co nsta nt accumulation rates.
Approximate shea r- st ress rates a nd fracture heights also
given.
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The mechani ca l properties of newl y fallen snow vary
significantly during the first hours and days after fall as
functi ons of temperature a nd stress. Modelling of stability
with
respect
to
initial
shear
failure
using
a
se mi-macroscopic model for failure combined with numerical
determinations of snow se ttling and temperature can help to
improve our know ledge of natural stability development.
Modelling and measurin g of mechanical parameters and
temperatures of th e different la ye rs of the snow cover
needs to be refined to make it possible to arrive at a
substantial improv emen t in stability evaluation. As a next
ste p , snow metamorphism, as a further cause of changes in
mechanical properties, should be included in the model.
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